Our Purpose
We digitalize the photovoltaic industry for a sustainable and safer energy for
all contributing to a better planet.

Our Benefits

Diagnosing 100% of the modules of the plant, improving production by up to 12%, reducing
O&M costs by up to 70% and reducing operator risks, bringing clean energy to more families
and helping to reach the H2030 and H2050 horizons.
KNOW EXACTLY WHAT is happening to each module and WHICH and WHERE are the defective
modules are found in the installation remotely.
The REAL-TIME AND AUTOMATIC DIAGNOSIS of 100% of the plant, provides up to 70% cost
reduction, and up to 12% increase in production reducing operator’s risks.
Moreover, we help with same production plants to reduce Green Gas Emissions, up to 60
million tones per year globally.

What is Photovoltaics 4.0?
Clever Dx consists of a small patented plug-n-play HW device placed behind the PV module
that communicates with our proprietary platform and can diagnose the entire PV plant
detecting 100% of the problems in real time with the most accurate diagnosed data
(automatically tracking the IV curve of each panel) and knowing its possible efficiency
problems from the desktop or mobile device.

This is what we call Photovoltaic 4.0, we
SIMPLIFY thru DIGITALIZING processes
that are currently done manually and
with indirect measurements, which
require estimations (thermographs or
production-based data).
We use Artificial Intelligence and Deep
Learning to transform the best quality
data for diagnosis (IV Curves) into
comprehensive information easy to use in
business and operational decision
making.

The Problem we Solve

A photovoltaic installations need maintenance and are as
efficient as it’s weakest module.
Monitoring platforms at string or invertor level or drone thermography's are
INDIRECT measurements that gives only an ESTIMATION on where the problems
might be always requiring a manual check to identify the issue.
OUR SOLUTION: KNOW EXACTLY WHERE are the defective
modules and WHAT is the problem automatically,
in JUST 3-Clicks from your mobile device.
Clever Dx and our unique Artificial Intelligence
algorithms diagnose for you!
Simplified and comprehensive information,
reports, alarms and maps for you know exactly
the TYPE, and seriousness of FAILURE and the
most important WHERE EXACTLY is the faulty PV
modules in the installation remotely.

Our Team
The engine of Clever is our team of professionals with extensive experience in
technological multinationals and driven by the belief that our solution is a
revolution for the PV industry.
Senior Core Team
Tech companies background
International experience
5 languages
Team management and
training experience
United by the motivation and
belief that our solution is an
industry game-changer

Our Compromise
Protection and sustainability of the environment and natural resources thru
renewable energy is one of our Core Values.
We contribute to 6 Sustainable Development Goals helping improving operator’s
day to day creating a more efficient energy system for everybody by digitalizing
the PV industry thru innovation and contributing reach the goals of Horizon
2030-50.<

Our Achievements & Partners
5 large utilities are already using our product, and we have letters of interest from recognized
companies in the sector.
We have obtained the CE mark; we are
closing
collaborations
with
module
manufacturers to OEM a “Smartpanel” that
will ship with our technology included.
We are being recognized in the photovoltaic
and innovation communities, such as AWS
and Infineon, and more recently by the
ClimAccelerator.
The UNEF awarded us with the Startup of
the year and we received the Seal of
Innovative Startup from the Spanish’s
Government.

… and more
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